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Hands Up!
Where I can see them! “Great, I found my drugs…”
There’s a way out from inside ~ why deny it Baba?
“Babylon in the house!” Political, holistic suicides!

Flower Power Up, “Hi I’m Rosie Ruby”
gotta focus on the vibrations going up

A choice, transforming the pain ~
“I thought you were the wise guy from way back!”

‘It’s OK to Protest against Military State, Apartheid!’
Now, been given permission to Free their Matrix-Minds!

Next stop; the Garden of delights, Space station.

‘FREEDOM IN OUR LIFETIME’
*

“You couldn’t make it up!”
Demonics, “Accidents do happen, even to Princesses!”
The Queen’s been on the blower; “come back home”

‘We don’t know we’re born’ ~ ‘Can’t take it with you’
Gotta embrace Life ~ not self-destructive, suicidal genes.

Whatever makes you happy!
“I never give a fuck!”

Live and learn
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Neurology Spectrum
In their infinite wisdom ~

The mouse ate the paperwork!
Every pain comes from the brain.

Fires of desires shooting up your spine.
An unquenchable Inferno of energy ~

*
The Pacific is dead!

 ‘Crime doesn’t pay’, who the fuck wrote that?
Meditating to keep narcissistic vampires out!

Five ways to take care of yourself, Angel spirit, 
as an empath ~ open, absorbing other’s energy!

Feeling toxic, draining, feeling stressed to the max.
“I can help you!” Setting human boundaries ~

Why do you want to capture nature?
It’s Free ~ let it be

*
Have some Fun, We’re Yammin’ It!

“They can’t imprison you if you’re free inside”
What’s the difference between Open source and Free?
“Do what you like, when you like, with whom you like’

You’re Free ~ to change your mind, Consciously.
‘More is Less’
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Embryo Muah
“Doesn’t matter how rich you are, you always want more!”

“That’s because you’re used to sluts Baba; what else?”
Knowing the future, before anyone else, that’s where 

they wanna go first, where smart money is focused.
Regret, “maybe you thought you were in Love with me!”
Everything is there, where you put your concentration ~
Knowing how to go into their Astral parts and fix things.

Sitting under an ancient Banyan tree ~ silently
*

Blessed & Subverted
Got the guard dogs in the local pub, pissed up!

Caught up in the scum of it all; 1984 Redux.
Taj Mahal, kill and plunder, then it’s yours!
It’s not about skill but bigger distractions.

“I wanna kiss that face forever!”
How many emotions are there?

*
‘TIME IS MONEY’, someone said!
How Much ~ Money do you Need?

How much Time do You have?
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L  ow   V  ibration Lighting  
I’m going over all the limits ~ loving You!

Timelessness ~ in the Garden of pure delights.
Are you a screamer, heavy breather, neither or both?

I ask myself, where is my heart and spirit?
Anyone wants some, feel free ~

‘Live what you Love’
LIVE * LOVE

*
You Are Obsolete

Hacked your brain into the main frame, Mother board!
“They’re not gonna drag me anywhere!” “I do what I want…”

“I only concern myself with Me and Mine; family and friends bro!”
“You can never have too much honey, tantric Viagra, Yogi MDMA”

“Not about how many plastic straws are in the Ocean ~ 
or feral dogs being boiled alive in modern China!”
The name of the game is, ‘Drive Everyone Insane’

“While I’m having these emotions, I’m Alive!”
*

Close your eyes
Humanity on a walk in India.

The Rainbow ~ You are
ALL the COLOURS

to me, Love poetry
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Night & day
What is it ~

Can you tell me?
Look Into my eyes

Sounds in the night 
come out of a dream ~

the dimensions cross here
In ~ ||//|| ~ Out
Seeing * Seeing

Look into my eyes
returning

to a wet forest 
*

Making a Strong Spiritual
bond between the Lovers
moods of deepest respect

Joining their bodies, hearts,
Spirits, Sensing Feelings ~  
Flowing of pranic currents
between them strongest
at the connecting organs

Sexuelle * ~ délice
through the Chakras,
Openess ~ Amoureux
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Orgasm Upward
through their body-minds
releasing divine powers

*
Slow motion telepathy
You get more burnt ~

when naked, bare by the Sun
more peace full

are you, lovers being naked?
Creatures making a lot of love ~

I wouldn't do it if It wasn't worthwhile
*

Wanted to feel something
Coming out of it ~

Opening up
Conscious all the Time

working with Life ~
a long walk with a poet,

Living on a beach ~
by the Ocean’s side
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Quarks
Cruising on the Bosphorous,
touching the essence * Life

touching the Instinct ~
Feeling the helium

on my skin
Lover

*
ESTIMATED OBSERVABLE ATOMS

IN THE Universe 10 to the POWER of 80
WE ACCEPT INTRUSIONS NOW ~

THAT ONCE SEEMED IMPOSSIBLE!
Synthesis, ‘in all living species proteins are

made up of exactly the same 20 amino acids,
which are small molecules’. ‘If stretched out ~
 DNA. in the nucleus of a human cell, creates 

a two-yard-long thread, ten atoms wide.
It is 1 billion times longer than its own width.

DNA. is approximately 120 times narrower
than the smallest wavelength ~

of Visible Light
*

INSIDE
BEAUTY

FEELING ~
FEELING IT
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Lotus Bulbs, Yeah!
Playing in the hot pools of Light

Money ~ Spending all your life-time!
A craving witch, attached to dark magic.

“I’m coming down with something; LUST!”
“A new friend, but do I want a lizard living in the house?”

“That’s the last rinse I ever took, no more rinses!”
Drinking from the stream of consciousness,

floating in the Universal Love ~
*

What Is a Wife?
Looking to the Ocean ~

There is no Magic in Spiritual.
‘It is Magic'

“Viens, avec moi”
Je t' envois, kisses of auras ~

Every word counts to my lover.
If only you could understand me,

Love’s sight, unity ~ naturally alive.
*

Magnificent Being
“They all Love me, I Love all of them”

Superb ~ Spring's arrival by the Ocean's side,
with you again; Love, young Love.

MAKING LOVE WITH YOU
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Pastel Scarlet Peaches
Looking for his woman
Looking for his child

Looking, Looking
Sounds of the Sea
Brilliant Brilliance

Love with someone now
Vibrations of who you are

*
There is an Alternative

Reality
Camping by the Ocean

In Spring
When I'm with You

In Spring
When I'm with You

Making Love
*

Transforms being
Living force babies

You Are 
 Beautiful Inside

 As you encounter 
 a Sacred work ~

 The Ultimate Flower
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Cherry
Feeling Wonder full
joy at your beauty ~

Full Love for me
*

Merleau
My good friend ~

doing the Marathon.
It's like you're going 

to a summer wedding. 
Being Happy

*
The Great Medicine Horse

gesture ~
Man risking his Life for another.

 New mother ~
 holding out a Mudra!

*
Temple of Aphrodite

A visit
with You
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Time Lords
Seeing those terrible Taboos!
Shanghaied in Great Britain.

France is Wonder ~
full for artists.

 I've eaten Rose scented petals.
J'ai mangé des pétales de Rose.

Getting to the spring well ~
Life man, life woman! 

Life!
*

Silence dancing
Married in a lilac dress with a gentle fragrance.
Preferring human habitation, favorite nesting.

They pull at your heart strings ~ l’amour.
Cutting it, makes it go faster ~
Their fascination with scalpels.

Beautiful sister, naked fille.
You helped me use my body,

 Intercoursing woman.
I hear * listen

“Waste not, want not”
 Looking for old Loves…. 

 Mid summer's day ~ Richesse
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Karma
Conceived ~

Natural childbirth.
She was to be born
in her homeland ~

Mexico. 
To find a Mid-wife

took the journey and found her there
80 years old, last of her generation.

And by some Sacred, Mayan ruins
she gave birth in a hammock.
Father went out to Celebrate 

Soma
at the well, he had a vision 

of his daughter 
being a Mayan Sky Princess

*
Yeah, that's Beautiful!
The Mystery guest ~
He's doing his thing
Time ~ Antiquity.

They hang poets in Chile…
Democratic fascist waving ~

Slap with the palm of the hand!
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Cherie
My first memory ~

 of vegetation was a Lilac tree.
Beautiful blooms, dans le jardin.

“Relaxer-vous”, not even thinking, 
where I'll spend the night; 

family, friends, lovers ~
Samsara in my eyes

Learning about separation.
Night, so much is done by the watch.
Twilight, listen to that rain falling ~

Simple
*

Determining
Natur-elle Inspiration,
do you recognise me

as a healer?
You came ~

leaving was Intense,
I've known her
a long time.

Poet
friend's home.

“Surely some girl has loved you”
Venus de Milos
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In/Out of the smoke
The dancing snake,

lighting a fire ~
on Wreck beach.

India too…
Perfect Wind

*
Touch

ReCOGnITiON 
 of being a healer 

Healing ~ 
 Poetry of Lao Tsu. 

 Kiss of you 
 In my eyes

Shows Inside
Ideal ~ sharing
Natural enough

Nature 
Enough

*
Fields

Safe today ~ means 
You can't fool me.
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Amour ~ Healer
Sur un beau morceau de terre,

Subtle forces
Every time I ask a question

the answer’s there.
By results!
"Be happy"

L'amant et son amoureuse
*

Sailor
Everything weeps on the sea,

all the time ~
brother living from a boat
In Greece’s clear waters.

Bateau de l'Amorino.
Lover

*
Symbols of India
On a Pilgrimage
to Kitsilano ~ 
to Meditate

Open ~
NATURE

Open Air 
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Opium
A healing thing ~

In its place,
Old man.

Who told you that,
a farmer's work ~

is never done,
my friend?

*
With You
Unicorn

Lovely Image
It's a beauty!

Choosing to live
under the sky ~

of Art
‘Expressionism’

“Avec toi”
*

Greek Wisdom
Desires of a river ~
Notes in your eyes

telepathy
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Artist's home
Why do you come?
I Iike the doctor ~

he's got gentle hands
Be Mindful of changing ~

no disturbance of thoughts arising ~
Mending Shattering Crystals 
by Orchids of the Irrawaddy

*
Sugar pie honey

Sea breezes and Buddhist monks 
in Motion ~ Majestic

Toucans, a flock of Pelicans,
passing serenely overhead.

Moment of the coming
of a rare Ladybird.
‘Sat chit ananda’

*
Idealist Art

Marriage of the poet & muse
See Ensor for colours...

Again, links to death ~ Cosmic energy.
Studied with a contemplative artist
who did silence ~ a mystic they say.
Influences still Symbolist! They say.
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Fire flies
‘Please Keep 
Off the Grass’
Is Please Keep
On the Path ~

Did you ever hear a waterfall?
Who nurtured and shared

this garden ~
*

Best the more Watts you’ve got
the better it is

Leave them Virginal ~
without drawing any heat.
Never talk to the Box office

*
Stanza yesterday

You have to know ~
how to dim your light

in dark places
*

Tilling the soil
There’s nothing to Fear

Except Fear Itself
Register
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Auras
Odyssey

Where have you been
my husband?

Return to our nuptial bed
touching me again

From out of the Galaxy
into Your ecstasy ~

Living Myth
Why did you wait?

Woman
Touched erogenous zones

of someone fair ~
her Sacred Lands

*
let me show you where.

Depths of embrace
moments

you saved another’s life
who could ever ~
have imagined it?
Me ~ feeling lost

but I can get a tan.
Where are You ~ 
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Darling
You should be here

Together
a postcard after five lifetimes ~

old friend I’ve been on an Odyssey
Can you see ~ do you feel it?

Wife * still wondering 
about dying in your arms.

‘Final mind moment ~
from a beautiful Planet,
the songs of exotic birds

wish you were here
*

Encounter
do you have cash to pay a poet?

Something alive ~
coming out of the dark.

Do not be afraid
*

Always ask your self ~
who you are as space”

I’m real easy ~
I don’t want to put
you to any trouble;

you know man
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What is trust?
There must be some ~

expectation
Created

Is it the same as being faithful?
Living up to some Mutual Understanding.

Being let down ~
in some Mutual Understanding, misunderstanding.
Sharing as good, as far as an unbroken promise.
Striving ~ In my eyes you are a lovely goddess.

Communication, accurate Perception is difficult.
Ignore, Ignoring, Ignorance ~ darling is not bliss.

Wanting More out of You.
“I gave you all I had”

beyond words
*

Barefoot Toi
Living here a Poet, naked
eyes movin, going home.

A drum ~
Sorcerer’s flight.

Natural
I’m workin’ on that

Down by the sea
It’s all the same
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HAPPY Just Happened
Welcome ~

to Whatever
You want

A billion heartaches
Blonde Venus on the apex ~

Always searching for horizons
from a distance

*
Got to listen to it all

deep breathing ~
Looking
Finding
Looking
Finding
Looking
Finding
Looking

lights again
Found ~

*
Yasodhara

Understanding with Compassion.
Forgiveness that gets rid of guilt;
It’s forgiveness from the Heart ~
that gets rid of guilt in the Heart
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Girl
‘Coitus a tergo’

turns her back to the man
Love playing
Change in ~

Coital positions
Younger women show

greater readiness to accept variations.
She came as one of those Beautiful people.

“Here I am baba”
“Je t’aime”

Light all the time ~ la
*

Elle
Healthy child
Captured ~

by Young Beauty
by fresh beauty
Blesses, blessed.

I’m a Scientist now!
Listen, interpretation, Insertion

with you ~ Inside of her.
Spontaneous, Ingenuity

Creativity, humor, evolution.
Mother of necessity ~ Push!
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Feeling
We continue along

the river ~
Into the setting Sun’s heart

*
Although the last one I saw

was with a shepherd,
was once truly sacred.

A different type of cow,
they’re holy there ~
Her capture by Paris’

sparkling brilliant eyes.
You can live like an artiste,
beautiful Summer solstice

*
Riviera Fille

Her Rose Dimension
Blessed by light Pink

Elle a les auras fortes.
I just want to wish you all
 the best, consciousness ~

Le fruit de dhamma smiles.
He is travelling to Paradise ~

Looks like it’s gone through me.
Acceptance dance
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Ben Hur
We know how mad Your friend is.

He sees enemies everywhere ~
fuel of poison, toxic heart & minds
Manipulating all our differences!

Nourishment better than food
I take care of Dhamma ~

Dhamma takes care of me
*

Sita Nouvelle
I’m calling for my lover ~

I’m calling for my brother.
“Where art thou?”

“Do you take this woman?”
“I Do”

I hear, keep practicing,
Vipassana bhava

yin & yang
in my heart

*
The Perfumed Garden

On the banks, la rivière coule doucement.
Maya makes beautiful notes ~
Get there at least, singing!

Sottipanna love songs.
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Poet
I Love your body

I know I’m alive ~ Radha. 
The best musique in town.

Femme ~ world travels inside.
I’ve found that she loves me

returning forever
*

Sounds
Seems like you’ve it all.

She attends to me,
our telepathy ~
Healing sight
full breasts ~
Can see her
Can feel her

Can smell her
Can touch her
Can hear her
Can Love her

“Je viens”
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Incarnated Wife
If you’d been where

I’ve been you’d Wonder
how you’re walking ~
never mind working!

You’d Wonder how you got Here!
 “We’ll become Lovers on Earth darling”

PASSING for ONE of the PEOPLE
*

Earth giving the signs of trial & error
Stone age designs for Power
of the Invisible; not blind!

Connecting to the Ley lines ~
not still exporting mass death!

How nourished are you? Ahimsa.
Food Is Real, follow the bliss

*
There are not many people, not thinking about money!
Gives Limits of where you can go; security in this Life! 
Invisible brothers and sisters ~ uniquely inside Space.
They don’t have the American Myth thing happening!
Time to get rid of it; putting a dome on a ley line.
Circular things happening ~ regeneration of Life.
Energy Café ~ what sort of Energy grasshopper?
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Frogs in a Mist
Oh, Match Maker.
White blossoms ~

on a beautiful tree
Rain makes things grow

we’re on a bridgeless bridge,  
naked in the garden

deep breathing ~
Cleans your face

*
Beau Ego

Deep in the waves
Océanic Pacifique ~

Deep into Space 
Lands of the Mind…

My children welcome,
to the promised land.

*
Cannabinoids and Chocoids 

Wanting your coke and eating it, all!
‘The problem is not now ~ it’s a head’

‘Found her body in the car in the garage,
the engine was still running; a letter on ~ 

the pillow beside him, it was a suicide note’.
‘Before taking her own life, she cooked him

a birthday cake’
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Diggeridoo 575
  Heal, clear ~ the light field
  harmony + ve loving energy.

 From out of the brain, food ~ Oxygen.
 Using vibrations, breath and light energy.
Healing the grosser body, clearing brain ~
hemispheres in harmony, chakras open up

  connecting to divine, infinite, Cosmic Space.
  Awareness of the Divine in You, being centred.

  Smiling self, endorphine production, easiest way, 
to the hardest lesson, to go out of illusion’s mirage.

 Your body sensations are the Ultimate 
 Only You at the Vortex ~ Full Power
 Spirit Is You and your self*awareness.
 ‘You’ are your Spirit consciousness ~
  Crying, dying or flying; without you

 the hardest lesson, letting go ~ 
Going out of my Mind, finding true space beyond.

Being, feeling, flowing freely, infinite boundlessness!
 The hard lesson, losing your deepest love, attachment

  but here I am finally, know yourself, know your True self. 
Giving Love energy, share living feelings, deep from the heart. 

Healing, peaceful, happiness smiles; is this human destiny ~
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   Life Is One 
 Spirit came back
  not broken Mind
 not broken heart

  healer ~ reflector, send it back.
  Don’t accept their -ve energy.

  Transform by witnessing Life stream
  only watching their own movie ~ dramas 
 Enjoying as detached trip, not even Mind.

Living from the heart ~ fulfillment
*

Free
 You have to push beyond

  the limit (of Mind into Universal Space).
 You have to suffer ~ Character change 

 in UNDERSTANDING ~
 The Mind cannot accept the Spirit
  You have to push beyond the Ego,

 Living from the open heart 
*

Revelation after Revelation after Revelation 
after Revelation after Revelation after ~

Revolution
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Flash Light 
 I didn’t know I could go still deeper!

 A decision is being made ~
Where are you from?

 I live from the open heart
 on the veranda of Creativity ~ 

Not fully Programmed for the exploitive System.
How to know even where to begin, to believe ~
 Harmonious dimensions, living in the moment

 Living from the core
*

De-Program ~ Attitude 
  Open a door then ~

 Opening a bigger door. 
Living from the Spirit

  Living here now, You never Know what’s coming next,
 that final moment, now ~ will be a natural part of the flow,

 relax and be naturally happy. (Dukkha, Anatta, Anicca).
 Trusting the wholeness ~ where I feel I truly belong 

In Common-Union is us healing.  
Collaboration not ego’s selfish Competition! 

The Fear Programming stops people trusting ~ Why?
  Seeing the truth ~ Is it a conspiracy or Ignorance?
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 Do You believe your mind is sane, Insane 
or it don’t really matter 

Observing your bodily sensations equanimously ~
*

The seed ~ he’s a Spirit predestined to the core.
Get rid of those voices, you’ve given yourself to ~ 

Sensitive ~ relative, always divinely done.
 Functions of what the thought Mind really is. 

‘Many are called few are chosen’
 Awareness not Denial ~

  Renew the Reprogramming ~ with Love.
 A suit of armor with a Mind full of karma,

every thought captive in obedience.
Let the lilies of the field, naturally purify,

 REPROGRAM the Mind with Love ~
 Seeds falling on rocky ground, experience… 

The Spirit human, the Spirit man, the Spirit woman ~
the Spirit children, the King controlled by Monkey Mind.

 LOVE in its proper perspective, perfect, conscious master. 
Free of bondage, You are the Spirit of Cosmic Creativity.

*
The Magic of Children Smiling heart
 Ecstasy, to be completely in tune ~

All together, Love energy.
Angels being Angels

Perfect in here ~
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Now ~  What a Feast
“Is there ANY danger there?”

‘OUTSIDE THE ZOO’
That’s where they throw All the best shit ~
Magic, food of life ~ always the Divine in it.
Not many people walk away from a Feast!

Waikiki dream ~ Surfing on their shoulders.
  Abstract art and Aphrodite’s sublime kisses.

Catamarrans racing through the waves ~ 
such silence, only, holy wind; too much!
The Pain of Love, not the Perfect Love

Do what’s right, do what’s truly natural. 
Don’t Freefall, can’t leave Divine out of it.

Being Happy, enjoy the wonderfull Life
experience, taking the next breath in ~  

All together nature, it was perfect, so true. 
 Fruit, the love of money; eat of the tree of Life. 
Great music not a Robots’ reactions to commands.

To see Light’s spectrum * Life made us self-creators.
Divine is perfect ~ Innocent Children

 Self-awareness choices or old Programs on Bondage!
 Blessed, set me free to fly, let everything go in the past.
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From a King In Love to feeling completely Lost!
Lover your actions helped 

me go out of my Mind ~
I took out my brain and said 

“You are Insane”
then put it back in space
realizing my spirit’s Pain,
smiling at Mara’s game.

I took out my Mind ~
being Spiritually kind

and Realised ~
Life is simple

Sharing, Loving Kindness
from the heart ~~

Basis for Self Realisation of our true nature,
Inspirational, natural, Creative, feelings flowing ~

Left the controlling, coercive, propaganda Mind behind!
*

Kushi
“The awareness that you are

a manifestation
of this Infinite ~

Universe
Is the true Messiah”
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Summer of Love

Haight, San Fran.
Porous alchemy ~
Sunshine flooding

*
the Mind

Stark ~ naked
freak ~ overflow
the Love groove
White lightning ~

ecstatic on Ocean beach,
the Classic Configuration

Dreams * gorgeously sublime
A Sandoz score, the Acid King 

Psychedelic, deep mellow blues
*

Pranksters
The Silver Surfer ~
“Do you like having
your Mind blown?”

Anarchic philosophy * Wired
trapped with a raging, paranoid 

schizophrenic ~ Rock & Roll
Crazy Horse’s sacred dance

VISIONS
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musical ~ peyote
The Grateful Dead.
Hippies are Free ~

to do what they want.
Telepathic ~ cool

*
Cosmic Unity
Happening
Open mind
happening
by itself ~

‘City Lights’ 
Planet Revolution

In a beautiful place
full beams ~ waves

her Incredibly long hair
Rays of ***** Sunlight

Sparkling
*

Poetry
his mother

ran a sailor’s bar ~
San Francisco, playing

EXPOSURE to the World
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transcending 1966 ~ wandering 
around the streets, with a friend.

Inspiration
in your hands
in your eyes ~

feet, heart, head
*

Electric guitars &
trips of Sunshine
‘Life Fantastic’

Higher &
Higher

*
Being here

N O W
So simple
to ride ~

the Crystal dragon
through the eye of Joy

*
Incarnation ‘Knowledge’

Ready to go Crazy
at the Speed of light ~
Surreal Transforming

Perfect
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Your Energy
Is Alive
In Us

Creation
in natural beauty
Loving to play ~

against all the Insanity of the World
Cosmic Truth

of Tropical fish
Swimming ~

*
being present

Awareness
of the plumed serpent

eating a mango ~
afternoon Truth

*
Bright

moving on
with the Sun

Chaos of night
rain on the train
horizon alight

Smile
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festival of
performing costumes
letting go, power ~

clean and clear
typhoons
Singing

*
be ~

Cool generations
making Love
Completely ~

‘I am speaking to you
from the Future’

*
Acid Rain

Sensitive to Sound
dead Silent

Amazing
Parrot

*
Whole feeling

for a moment ~
germ of life growing

into perfection
Wonder
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Excellent and pure
Coincidentally ~

a lovely day
in a tree

by the sea
You & me

Opalescent window
‘Insanely in Synch’
Simultaneously ~

Nano-second bursts
of quanta, into the skin

relaxed ~
*

Sunset Cruise
in my L*S*D

‘that was wild’
Oceanic ~

in the moment
painting illusions

in the Sky
Blue Ridge Mountain

Morning, fueling you up
with magic, Lover
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Harmony navigating
new configurations
psychedelic rock

opening ~
deep Inside
Gemstones

*
Ever ~ changing
Everchanging
Everchanging

Very beginning
always growing
Freedom to ~

what comes next
See ~

What happens
New Performing

Live
*

beads
of hallucination

garden of delights
meditation
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Walking
with this beauty
desert ravines ~

Cactus from Mars
and Temple sirens

laughter
*

Stress
Solar System

Galaxies
Universe

Stars, planets,
Suns, moons
Surrounding
Undergoing

It
Good Luck

Alien
Force Field

Colors
Flawless

Supernatural
in all of us ~
Being naked

Stoned tripping
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Living being
Endless ~

People, get loose
watermelon tepees

parties for Life
Ceremony of
Celebration

*
Lost

Looking for petrol
Sunflower fields

to discover ~
making Love
on the grass

Kissing
Age

of Aquarius
  *

Peace * Love
Flower garden

of Insight
*

Tangerine
the gathering of the tribes
materialises out of the blue
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 into the light
Lysergic storm troopers ~

Owsley, Kesey, the Diggers,
plenty of experience
of Alternative States

*
Perfect Combination ~ Lotus Pond

“Turn On, Tune In, drop Out”
Be awareness of the Life ~ stream
Love compassion joy equanimity

*
Spirit Party 

 “I’m One of You!”
 Promise of, True Love. 

 Joy of children ~
 Sharing, Loving feelings 

 from the heart 
 the spirit came back ~Thank you, healer. 
 Light field ~ landscapes, reflect the Mind.
 LOVE ME AS I LOVE YOU ~ It is Inside us.

 Pure Spirit, Pure Light, revolution, revelation.
  Abstract patterns of Life ~ simple, happy lovers.

 I have no malice ~ to you my love.
 You beat my spirit to death, very nearly!  

Promise of True Love 
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Shot in the Temple!
It's all about the Drama; getting hazardous pay!

‘For his eight years, twenty-three missiles per day;
bombing seven countries simultaneously!’ Spy/Psy-

message, you’re allowed to be fat when you’re rich!
“I don’t want enlightenment; I want to live my life,
happy, healthy and free, then die” ~ Shiva Tattva,
energy of life on which the entire creation rests ~

Observing Cosmic nature movin’ around with a smile.
Time for our inner conscious to come alive within our body.
Surrendering, having faith in Divine power ~ Friendly Fire!

Keeping it simple in a world of artificiality.
Bringing Peace to the Lotus Temple.

“This is a Nuclear Bomb!”
We All Get the BOOM!

*
I Love India

“Where else can you put Opium in your coffee,
and nobody cares?” Drugs in the water; ok! Trust or Fear,
a lot of Frangipani coming around the corner ~ generosity.
Poisoning people with corn; the Medicine becoming venom!
There’s nothing like torture in public, to make you believe!

Eagles and Condors flying; where’s the free spirit gone? 
Delux-toxic greed, how they all ended in a pit of shit!

You’re gonna die alone; generate the Love Baba.
A way out of the cycle of birth and death.

Respect your mother
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  ‘But I have Me!’ ‘Madness Is Vibrations Also’  
Too much materialism stops the overhead communication.

  That is life ~
  What is ~ Time 

Time is Nothing, in present
 ‘free time’ if thinking nothing,

no precedents ~ always sensations changing

*
SPIRIT OVER MIND OVER MATTER

Spirit of hate and greed
or the Spirit of Love and Peace?

Spirit of Bill Gates or the Spirit of Socrates
Spirit of Rupert Murdoch or of Nelson Mandela

Spirit of George Bush or of Aung San Su Kyi
Spirit of Bin Laden or of Martin Luther King
Spirit of Machiavelli or of Leonardo de Vinci

Spirit of Tony Blair or the Spirit of Shakespeare
Spirit of Saddam Hussein or Spirit of Dalai Lama 

Spirit of Christian or Moslem or any fanatics
or the Spirit of John Lennon
Spirit of the bomb, any bomb
or Spirit of Love on the beach

Spirit of exploiting and destroying
everything and anything for greed or

Spirit of my lovely, joyful, harmonious,
compassionate, conscious daughter ~ Mudita
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ABOUT SUNNY JETSUN

Inspired by the sixties Sunny started traveling the world in 1970.
His spiritual journey on the hippie trail to India took him through ~
San Francisco, Los Angeles, London, Amsterdam, Paris, Vancouver,

Sidney and Kathmandu to Varanasi. His arrival on the sub-continent ~
was the beginning of writing autobiographical verses capturing his travel
experiences, encounters with remarkable people and his quest for self-

realization. Combining experimentation with drugs, sex, rock & roll, art,
meditation, Love and life in general. Sunny started to open up to a multi-
dimensional Universe. He lived the mantra, "Turn on, tune in, drop out"
realising Mind’s-illusions, inspired by deeper feelings of holistic nature,

empathy * energy & Space.

Over four decades Sunny has written and published 28 books of poetry,
 created over one hundred paintings, traveled the World and considers
his masterpiece to be his daughter. He has spent the past fifteen years
in Goa ~ India inspired by the freedom to experience and idealism of

human consciousness.

Sunny Jetsun books and art are available on the web at:
Smashwords: www.smashwords.com/profile/view/sunnyjetsun
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